
The what, why, 

where and 

who of it all!  

YOU FOUND A VIABLE 

OPPORTUNITY: WHAT’S 

NEXT? 



Requests for Proposals, Proposal Announcements and Contacting Program 

Officers 

After developing a research or sponsored activity agenda the next BEST step to 

take is to thoroughly review the announcement from the sponsor soliciting 

proposals (RFP’s, PA’s, etc.). 

 

 

 

 



 The Principal Investigator or Program Director:  

• Be concerned with the targets or goals of the sponsor 

• demonstrated through repeated, emphasized or identified language in 

the RFP is important 

• Be concerned with the compliance issues of a prospective proposal (Human 

Subjects, Animal Care & Use, Biohazards, Export Administration Regulations, etc.) 

• Be concerned about sponsor elements of scoring criteria  

• Be concerned about program specific requirements such mentoring plans, data 

sharing, student profiles 

• Be concerned with TIME 

• Be concerned with sponsor formatting requirements!  

 

 

WHAT THE PI SHOULD LOOK FOR? 



WHAT WILL THE DEPARTMENT/COLLEGE LOOK FOR?  

The Department/College: 

• What does the budget include 

• Is there faculty overload/course reduction 

• Does the Department have an adequate adjunct pool to cover 

• Is there cost sharing/matching required 

• Is there additional space required 

• Are they required to sustain the project beyond the funding 

dates 

• Does the Chair or other faculty have experience or connections 

that may be helpful with this specific sponsor 

• Is full indirect cost included 



WHAT WILL ACADEMIC AFFAIRS LOOK FOR?  

Academic Affairs: 

 

• Does the scholarly activity match the institutional mission and 

culture 

• Are students involved in the research 

• Are all costs captured by the grant or is there cost sharing 

• Is tuition being asked to be waived or does the grant cover tuition 

• Is the PI prepared to comply with federal regulations-RCR, IRB, etc. 

• Does leadership have experience or connections that might aide the 

PI with the specific sponsor 

 

 



WHAT WILL FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION LOOK 

FOR? 

• Are all costs covered 

• Is there overload/course reduction 

• Are full Facilities and Administrative (F&A) or Indirect Costs included 

• Is additional space needed or will existing space need modifications 

• Will tuition be collected or charged to the grant 

• Has the PI indicated that they do or do not have a conflict of interest 

• Is there cost sharing or matching 

o Who will cover these costs 

 

 



ACADEMIC AFFAIRS VS. FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION  

 

Very simply put, institutional approval, at its essence, is 

Academic Affairs weighing the scholarly activity with the 

cost that Finance & Administration must deal with if 

awarded.   

 

Is the cost to the institution worth the the research, 

benefits to students and faculty, knowledge growth, and 

prestige to the institution?   

 



ACADEMIC AFFAIRS VS. FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION  

Is the proposed researcher prepared to comply with all 

regulations regarding safety, ethics, human and 

animal subjects, etc. 

 

Every expense associated with the project not covered 

by the award must come from somewhere.  The reality 

is that it will be tuition and fees that are forced to pay 

unrecovered research costs as state contributions to 

higher education diminish. 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

Things to Know: 

 

 It is necessary and if prepared, nothing to be afraid of!!! 

 

 It is always good to meet with SPARC first, we offer overviews and an 

 interpretation of the RFP that attempts to get at the sponsor’s real 

 goals. 

 

 Of course the sponsor/Program Officer (PO) will have the best 

 insights but start with SPARC. 

 

 The ability to build a report with the PO is an important aspect of a 

 continuing dialogue that should take place through proposal 

 development 

 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

Things to Know Continued: 

  

 According to Robert Porter, in his article in the Research 

 Management Review Fall/Winter 2009 this dialogue is sequential 

 and provides more information than the RFP ever could.  It aims to:  

“a) determine whether the researcher’s basic concept is a good 

fit with the program’s goals and objectives; 

b) Seek advice concerning project design and appropriate 

funding track; 

c) Ascertain trends in preferred research methodologies; and 

d) Identify possible limits in project duration and budget.” 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 
Things to Know Continued: 

  

Another area that the Program Officer can help with at the earliest of 

stages is if you do not have a good match.  They can advice what other 

directorate or division in their agency might be more likely to be 

receptive to a researcher’s concept. 

 

The nuisances that do not appear in the Program Announcement will 

include subtle shifts regarding the solicitation emphasis. Over time, 

the Program Officer and reviewers can develop pet peeves and 

preferences that only a conversation can reveal.   

 

SPARC is happy to work on phrasing of existing questions as well as 

assist in developing questions that might not have occurred to be 

asked. 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

There is a flow to contacting Program Officers.  It should start with either a 

call or an email identifying yourself and the program in which you are 

interested. 

 

Ask for a date and time that would be suitable to further discuss your 

interest.  Be prepared though!  The PO may have time right then so at least 

have prepared an outline of your proposed research and think of general 

questions about fit, guidance, and reactions to the concept.  Know about 

the sponsor mission and how your effort might fit into it.   

 

If you are able to schedule time to visit or to have an in depth conversation, 

prepare an abstract of your proposed work.  Be prepared to ask specific 

questions regarding your research methods, goals or specific aims, and 

then include general questions about the project,  Funding stats, common 

reviewer issues, etc. 

 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

According to an article published in the The Chronicle for Higher Education 

by Michael Spires, he suggests ”thou shalt nots” and what you should ask.   

These suggestions are as follows: 

 

Not: 

Do not contact the PO just to have a casual conversation.  With your 

initial call, you are forming an impression of your level of seriousness 

and knowledge with the PO.  After building a report, use your best 

judgment about future casual conversations at conferences etc. but 

you need to be cognizant of monopolizing their time. 

 

Don’t call unless you have a simple straight forward question or need 

guidance on a program guideline. 

 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

As indicated earlier, more formal and elaborate communications should be 

instigated with a call or email asking for an appointment to have an in- 

depth conversation about your project, methods, budget and other 

elements like evaluation.   

 

To reiterate, when this conversation is scheduled, have a draft abstract of 

your concept and concrete questions about its appropriateness for the 

solicitation, guidance about preferences of the PO and reviewers, thematic 

changes or interpretations, etc.   

 

After confirming the meeting time, the brief, concise, clear abstract should 

be sent to the PO in advance, to allow them an opportunity to review your 

concept. 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

Continued from Michael Spires 3/28/12 article in The Chronicle for Higher 

Education, entitled “What to Say—and Not Say—to Program Officers” 

 

The third “not” is don’t pester the PO.  Program Officers have extremes in 

their work life similar to an office of sponsored programs.  There are times 

when proposals are due and they are going full speed to accomplish the 

necessary tasks for review and then there are lulls.  Keep this in mind and 

a rule of thumb for follow-up is a week.  (If you are not getting any 

response, come to SPARC.  We will work to either seek out the reason or 

identify another PO.) 

 

Now for the “say” section: 

Do your homework.  [Clearly something that OSP and other experts have 

reiterated this proposition, but don’t ask something which is answered in 

the PO.  Do be prepared to sound informed and engaged in the program.] 

 

 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

M. Spires “What to Say—and Not Say—to Program Officers 

Be specific.  As a deadline approaches, the need for concise questions 

that are necessary and relevant to fundability becomes more important.  

You are not the only proposer and therefore must respect the fact that 

others are asking a multitude of questions at this juncture.  Be aware of 

this and try not to get close to the deadline with questions. 

 

“When in doubt, ask!”  The reality of competition today is that technical 

missteps can eliminate your proposal from competition. 

 

CNU OSP finds this comment one of the strongest tools that a faculty 

member who has received a negative response from the PO can have in 

their pocket.   “…ask the follow-up question.  The nature of that question 

will vary with the circumstances, but the general formula would be: 



PROGRAM OFFICER COMMUNICATIONS 

“Is there a way to move to ‘yes’ here?”” 



The reality of sponsored programs is that it is a very 

competitive environment.  The likelihood of being funded 

on your first time out can be discouraging. 

Having said that, you’ve written a proposal and SPARC will 

do all that it can to get the reviewer comments.  Shy of the 

actual award, these are the most valuable outcome of 

submitting your proposal.  They provide you a destination 

rather than an end point.  If you integrate the comments, 

suggestions, answer the questions and clarify specified areas, 

you may now have the fundable proposal. 



A special  thanks to our colleague Anne Pascucci, Director of 

Sponsored Programs, Christopher Newport University, New port 

News, VA who gave us permission to use and modify her 

presentation. 


